Land Management
for Add
ers
Adders are relative short snakes with
adults typically reaching 45 to 60 cm
long. Females are usually slightly longer
and stouter than males.

Adders have keeled scales
and vertical pupils.

Their markings easily distinguish them
from other snakes with a characteristic
zig-zag pattern running along their
backs. Unlike grass snakes they do not
have a yellow collar around the neck.
Occasionally, black (melanistic) adders
are found.
Short tail.

KRAG’s Adders in Decline project has
helped to confirm that Kent’s adder
(Vipera berus) populations are diminishing
and that those that remain are increasingly
under threat from not only habitat loss
and persecution but also from site
management that is unsympathetic to the
needs of adders. Good adder habitat is
often fragmented so that colonisation or

recolonisation of new sites is difficult ;
this makes isolated populations very
vulnerable. In this leaflet we provide
useful information for those who wish to
manage land to promote the conservation
of both adders and other wildlife with
similar needs.
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Distribution

Locations where adder
have been recorded

Poor adder habitat. The short grass offers no
opportunities for hunting or protection from predators.
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The adder depends upon external sources of
heat to raise its body temperature. They feed
predominantly on small mammals and lizards
with young lizards providing an important
food source for the juvenile adders. Although
adders are the UK’s only venomous snake,
bites are rare.
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In Kent adders
are predominantly
found on the free draining soils found in areas
of chalk and sand that run the length of the
Kent Downs from Dover to south-east London.
There are also a small number of adders known
from the High Weald in the south-west of Kent
and the occasional outlier found several miles
from other populations. However, all of the
places that adders are found have habitat
features that land owners and managers can
actively protect and enhance.

Good adder habitat with log piles and
a complex vegetation structure.

What You Can Do
The key requirements of adder sites are basking areas, prey
sources, hibernation sites and links between key areas within and
between sites. As a landowner or land manager there are lots of things
that you can do to help adders. Most of them involve very simple habitat
management that will benefit not only adders but other reptiles, small mammals
and a wide range of invertebrates.
The following are the key points
Maintain a mosaic of vegetation structures and heights
including scrub. Avoid intensive grazing that reduces
vegetation structure. When more severe cutting back on
vegetation is needed do this with small areas within the site,
and eventually deal with whole site by working on a long
rotation of say five years ;
Woodland glade with
brash piles

Create scallops and glades within woodland so that there are
plenty of basking sites with adjacent cover. Where possible
return to coppicing ;
For more basking sites and shelter, create log and rock piles
in sunny places ;
Avoid disturbing the adder lifecycle by restricting invasive
works, such as mowing and grazing, to the winter months of
November to February when adders are in hibernation ;
Retain likely hibernation sites such as old tree stumps,
disused burrows, piles of rubble and rocks ;

Adder hibernaculum

Avoid using any heavy equipment close to hibernation sites in
the period October to February since this may crush and kill
the adders therein or close by ;
Between good adder habitats, maintain corridors with areas
of cover and open areas for basking. This aids dispersal that
will lead to colonisation or recolonisation. In the landscape
this could be good hedgerows, rides through woodland with
grassland and scrub interfaces or even railway or motorway
embankments ;
Pay particular attention to banks, hillsides, gullies and tumuli
with southern facing slopes since these receive more sunlight
and so may offer particularly good adder habitat ;

Good adder habitat. Gradual
change from grassland to scrub

Avoid putting up ‘Beware of adders signs’, but if signage is
needed then consult KRAG on a suitable wording.
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Amphibian Group

Keep a look out for adders and other reptiles and report them to KRAG.
For more information and
additional advice on management
for adders contact the Kent Reptile
& Amphibian Group by emailing
info@kentarg.org

You can submit records
directly through our
website at
www.kentarg.org

This leaflet has been produced with the assistance of KRAG’s
French partners Conservatoire d’espaces naturels du Nord et
du Pas-de-Calais following field visits in both Northern France
and Kent.
This KRAG initiative is delivered within the LNA project
which has been awarded funding within the framework of the
cross‑border European cooperation programme INTERREG
IVA France - (Channel) - England, co-financed by the ERDF.
Additional funding has also been provided by the Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation.
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